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The word hurricane is 
derived from “juracán,” a Spanish 
derivation of a word from the 
indigenous islanders of the West 
Indies. The islanders believed in 
a god named Juracán that either 
was the storm or created the great 
storms that descended upon them 
certain times of the year.1 Given the 
ferocity and resulting disruption of 
daily life, Juracán and his storms 
not surprisingly helped define 
the islanders’ culture. Columbus 
learned of the word shortly upon 
arriving in the New World and 
brought the term back to Spain 
for its eventual incorporation into 
most Western languages. 

A half-millennium later, we use 
the term to describe the “3-D” storm 
that will likely be at the forefront of 
capital markets. Unending deficits, 
massive debt, and unfavorable 
demographics, like low pressure 
eddies over warm ocean waters, 
are the kinds of conditions that 
create stagflationary squalls over 
the next decade or more. With 
recent markets focused relentlessly 
on the presumed deflationary 
impact of a double-dip recession 
and European contagion, the 

market is focused on—to borrow 
a phrase from Will Rogers—a 
return of capital, not on capital. But 
for the vast majority of investors, 
the relevant time horizon is much 
longer and likely to be inflationary. 
Sadly, traditional portfolios are 
likely to leave many investors 
caught up in the storm surge of 
rising prices.

In this issue, we will suggest 
gradually building a “third pillar” 
to existing developed world 
equity and bond allocations. Such 
a portfolio should produce more 
meaningful real returns over a 
market cycle—an outcome we 
assert should be the ultimate goal 
for investors. 

A Miss for Diversification and Real 
Return Assets

Before we delve further into 
the prognosis for inflation and 
portfolio implications, let us 
review the recent asset allocation 
environment. Table 1 shows third 
quarter performance of the 16 asset 
classes we typically use to proxy 
a more diversified portfolio than 
the traditional 60/40 equity/fixed-
income standard asset allocation. 

®

RAFI® Managed Assets*

*Includes RAFI assets managed or sub-advised 
 by Research Affiliates® or RAFI licensees.
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The diversified portfolio fell 6.2%, the bulk 
of which occurred in the quarter’s final month. 
September,  with its –4.5% return, was the eighth 
worst month since 1988 for the diversified portfolio. 
In fact, the diversified 16 asset  class mix also trailed 
the traditional 60/40 blend of S&P 500 Index stocks 
and BarCap Aggregate bonds, which posted a 
–3.9% return. 

Since 1988, such shortfalls for diversification 
have largely been associated with crisis periods 
where massive uncertainty forces investors to first 
sell alternative markets, where perhaps risk is least 
understood. Parenthetically, there’s probably some 
“maverick risk” contributing as well—large losses 
in emerging market local currency bonds draw far 
more scrutiny than similar declines incurred in the 
S&P 500! As Figure 1 shows, the September loss 
for the 16-asset portfolio was exceeded only in four 
noteworthy periods—the 2008 Global Financial 
Crisis, the 1998 Long-Term Capital Management/
Russian Default, the 1990 Invasion of Kuwait, and 
the September 2001 terrorist attacks. Interestingly, 
these previous crisis periods all subsequently 
witnessed superior results—an average of 2.7% per 
annum over the 60/40 portfolio—in the three years 
post crisis, as shown in Figure 2. 

Of course, every crisis is different. So what is 
driving the seeming failure of diversification this 
time? Revisiting Table 1, it is clear that the markets 
wholeheartedly abandoned the idea of inflation protection 
during the third quarter. Of the 12 asset classes that 
have historically been positively correlated with 
inflation, only TIPS (Treasury Inflation-Protected 
Securities) produced a positive return for the latest 
quarter, and that was primarily due to across the 
board bond yield compression overriding the 
negative impact from its inflation protection. The 
remaining 11 all posted losses—averaging 12%!

Is Inflation Really a Non-Issue?
Unlike “the market,” we believe inflation will 

be a factor in the next decade or two because of 
the game-changing effects of deficits, debts, and 
demographics. Combined these three “Ds” could 
produce hurricane force headwinds to developed 
world growth and tailwinds to bursts of rising 
prices as debt levels are manipulated down to 
more manageable levels. Over the past two years, 
we have encouraged investors to place a greater 
emphasis on real return asset classes and the 
emerging markets (where our 3-D headwind is 
a relative tailwind). We also advocate using an 
expanded inflation-protection asset class toolkit 

Table 1. Quarterly Correlation of Returns to U.S. Inflation, March 1997–September 2011 and 3Q2011 Return
Asset Class Index Correlation 3Q Return
Commodities DJ UBS Commodity TR USD 0.52 -11.3%

Bank Loans Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan USD 0.51 -3.9%

High Yield BarCap US Corporate High Yield TR USD 0.25 -6.1%

TIPS BarCap US Treasury US TIPS TR USD 0.23 4.5%

Convertibles BofAML Convertible Bonds All Qualities 0.19 -12.4%

REITs FTSE NAREIT All REITs TR 0.18 -14.6%

Local Currency EM JPM ELMI+ TR USD 0.13 -8.9%

Emerging Markets Equities MSCI Emerging Markets (Gross) 0.09 -22.5%

Small Cap U.S. Equities Russell 2000 0.08 -21.9%

Developed ex U.S. Equities MSCI EAFE (Gross) 0.06 -19.0%

Large Cap U.S. Equities S&P 500 TR USD 0.04 -13.9%

Emerging Markets Bonds JPM EMBI+ 0.03 -1.2%

Short Term Bonds ML US Corp & Govt 1-3 Yr -0.25 0.2%

Long Credit BarCap US Long Credit -0.32 9.1%

Core Fixed Income BarCap US Agg Bond TR USD -0.35 3.8%

Long Treasury Barcap US Treasury Long -0.38 24.7%

16 Asset Class Portfolio Equal-Weighted Portfolio of 16 Asset Classes 0.18 -6.2%

 Source: Research Affiliates, based on data from Morningstar Encorr.
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and tactical management to produce substantive 
real returns in such an environment.2 Key tools in 
the toolkit: traditional real return asset classes (TIPS, 
commodities, and REITs) and what we have labeled 
“stealth inflation fighters” such as bank loans, 
emerging market local currency debt, high yield 
bonds, and convertibles—the same assets that were 
brutalized in the third quarter!

We have oft referred to a portfolio of these assets 
as the “third pillar” to be added to the mainstays of 
traditional stocks and bonds. Scaling the allocation 
of this third pillar is dependent on one’s view of 
the probability and magnitude of the 3-D storm. We 
obviously are strong believers and assert the third 
pillar should be the core—the largest and most central 
part of one’s portfolio mix. 

But if these inflation-protection assets were 
savaged, then we must really be looking at a rapidly 
deflating price level, right? Wrong! Inflation is 3.9% 
and core inflation—inflation net of the basic things 
that dominate the spending of working families—is 
2%. Compounding matters, inflation is calculated in 
a way that produces figures 2–4% lower than in the 
past. So, 3.9% inflation probably means 6–8%, using 
the old fashioned method. The difference? The old 
fashioned method simply asks how much prices are 
rising or falling. The new method asks how much 
quality-adjusted prices have risen or fallen. If an anti-

lock braking system for a car was a $2,000 option, 
but it’s now standard equipment, and the car costs 
$1,000 more, then the car is presumed to be $1,000 
cheaper. If a $1,000 computer has doubled in speed 
or capacity, it is presumed to have fallen 50% in 
price. This calculation provides little comfort to 
those squeezed by rising prices for basic necessities.3 

Worse, the near-term direction for inflation is up, 
not down. The one-year inflation rate is a function 
of the difference between the new month’s data 
(coming in) and the year-old month’s data (going 
out). Rates for those soon-to-be-dropped months 
are 0.0–0.2%. That means year-end inflation will 
assuredly be above 4% and may even reach 5%… 
using the new method that systematically reduces 
our reported rates of inflation. Federal Reserve 
Chairman Ben S. Bernanke dismisses the one-year 
inflation rate as a temporary spike, because core 
inflation and three-year inflation rates are “well 
grounded.” Based on the year-ago months that are 
about to be dropped, one-year core inflation is likely 
to finish the year at about 3%. And, based on the 
three-year-ago deflationary months from 2008 that 
are about to be dropped, the three-year annualized 
inflation rate is likely to soar from 1.1% at mid-year 
to around 3% at year-end. 

If we finish 2011 with 3% core inflation, 4–5% 
total inflation, and 3% three-year total inflation, 

Figure 1. Worst Months for Equal Weighted 16 Asset Class Portfolio, 
  January 1988–September 2011
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Figure 2. Diversification has Historically Outperformed Post-Crisis
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the Fed’s ammunition will be tapped out. If the Fed 
runs the printing presses in the face of 6–10% true 
inflation, we are flirting with hyperinflation.

So, contrary to the prevailing current view, we 
are strongly inclined to believe the big issue for most 
investors over their relevant investment time horizon will 
be the wealth-eroding effect of inflation.4 As a result, 
the first and primary focus should be to locate and 
invest in asset classes that over a full market cycle 
(and beyond) are likely to generate superior real 
returns. Can some of these recently battered asset 
classes that meet this definition fall further? Of course. 
But averaging into the riskier markets, when recent 
markets have brought them to reasonable valuations, 
and accepting some downside risk if you’re early, is 
essential to successful asset allocation. 

The First Steps to Building the Shelter
If we take the long view and focus on asset classes 

that are likely to excel over a 3-D dominated secular 
period, the recent sell-off is slowly beginning to 
create opportunities for establishing a meaningful 
third pillar within our portfolios. It’s not yet a 
clearance sale, but bargain-starved asset allocators 
are finally being offered the chance to buy some 
asset classes at below retail prices. Let’s review some 
that are currently interesting (based upon data as of 
September 30, 2011).

•	 Emerging Markets Debt sports attractive 
nominal yields of 6.7% (as measured by the 
JPM GBI-EM Global Diversified Index), a 
pretty attractive rate given their substantially 
higher capacity to service that debt.5 Emerging 
markets have 38% of world GDP, 81% of 
global population, 65% of its landmass, and 
45% of worldwide energy consumption but 
only 11% of the debt.6 

•	 Investment Grade Credit offers yields 
of 3.2% on the intermediate part of the 
curve (as measured by the Barclays Capital 
Intermediate U.S. Corporate Index), a spread 
of 2.2% above Treasuries, making it a far 
better low-risk option.

•	 Emerging Markets Equities have had 
higher dividend yields than today’s 3.2%7 
only twice—during the Long-Term Capital 
Management episode and the Global 
Financial Crisis. If we add in the historical 
excess return from the Fundamental Index® 
strategy and a slight premium for earnings 
growth above the developed world, we can 
arrive at an expected long-term real return 
over 8%. 

•	 High Yield Bond spreads are the cheapest 
decile since 1986. Nominal yields are 9.5%, 
which allows for decent forward-looking 
returns even after netting out a sizeable 
default risk.

For an asset allocator, the sweet spot is a 
combination of cheap assets and an improving 
economic backdrop. Today, we have cheaper assets 
and a deteriorating macro picture. Thus, the 
prudent course is to add incrementally to these 
exposures. 

If you are buying some assets, you have to be 
selling others. The obvious sell candidate in a long-
term inflationary environment would be developed 
world sovereign debt. See Figure 3, which plots the 
starting nominal yield of the Ibbotson Intermediate 
Government Bond Index (essentially a five-year 
Treasury) and its subsequent five-year real return. 
When starting government bond yields are below 
1% (as they are today), subsequent five-year real 
returns are substantially negative—by an average of 
5%! After incorporating our long-term 3-D forecast, 
buying and holding Treasuries is the equivalent 
of an islander sitting in his hut and never looking 
out the window for the duration of the hurricane 
season! 

So while Treasuries and other ultra-low 
yielding safe haven assets will likely provide 
liquidity and possible short-term protection on a 
nominal basis, their long-term real return outlook is 
bleak. Thus, investors must ask themselves: What is 
risk? Short-term volatility or long-term impairment 
of purchasing power? Unless one plans to spend 
the bulk of one’s assets in the next year or two, we 
strongly assert the latter is a far greater risk.
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Conclusion
Without the aid of satellite images, radar, or 

airplanes, the islanders had to rely on subtle signs of 
an impending tempest learned over generations—
blooming grass, a hazy sun, a light drizzle, and 
the normally open ocean frigate birds converging 
on land. Of course, none of these provided much 
advance notice versus the hurricane trackers of 
today. Thus, these ancient people had to prepare by 
building crude shelters well before the storm season. 
Typically, these shelters consisted of a dugout with 
a centrally placed and sturdily anchored log from 
which to lash cover to nearby trees.8 

Investment portfolios of today are in a similar 
predicament. Sadly, a 3-D hurricane season will 
not be a matter of waiting a handful of months 
but will require many years of guarded vigilance. 
Preparedness can and should start now while a 
softening economy postpones the 3-D hurricane 
season a year or two. Fortunately, many of the 
asset classes that will form the bulwark of our 
shelter are becoming reasonably priced. There may 
never be a better time to establish our third pillar, 
using continued weakness to embed and reinforce 
our ability to weather the storm. The beach days 
are over. It’s time to get to work—carefully and 
deliberately—building protection from the greatest 
threat to our portfolios. 

Endnotes
1. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jurac%C3%A1n.
2. See the following Fundamentals issues: “A Complete Toolkit for Fighting Inflation,” June 2009; “The ‘3-D’ Hurricane Force Headwind,” November 2009; “Debt Be Not Proud,” August 2010; “Are 401(k) 
 Investors Fighting  Yesterday’s War?” September 2010; “King of  the Mountain,” September 2011. http://researchaffiliates.com/ideas/fundamentals.htm.
3. This message was communicated to New York Fed Chair Bill Dudley at a March 2011 town hall meeting in Brooklyn. Dudley tried to explain that, while grocery prices had risen, the new iPad 2 cost 
 the same as the original iPad with far better features, which really meant falling prices. One attendee then shouted “we can’t eat an iPad.” See “For Fed’s Dudley, iPad Comment Falls Flat in Queens,” 
 March 11, 2011,  http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/11/us-usa-fed-dudley-ipad-idUSTRE72A4D520110311. 
4. Even those well into retirement or in the spend down stage of  a portfolio are likely 10-plus years investors.
5. Many are surprised, especially given some of  the spectacular defaults, that the starting yield is over 90% correlated with the subsequent five-year total return for the asset class. In other words, 
 what you see (in yield) is what you get (in return). The improving creditworthiness of  the survivors—the asset class has gone from approximately 8% investment grade in 1998 to 57% today—
 makes up for the blow-up losses leaving the overall portfolio no worse for the wear.
6. For a complete description of  these metrics, see “Debt Be Not Proud,” 2010, Journal of  Indexes, November/December: http://www.indexuniverse.com/publications/journalofindexes/joi-
 articles/8237-debt-be-not-proud.html
7. Based on the MSCI Emerging Markets Index.
8. See http://www.e-missions.net/om/2weeks/hurricanes.aspx.

Figure 3. Low Nominal Government Yields Lead to Poor Subsequent Real Returns, January 1926–September 2011
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FTSE RAFI® Equity Index Series*

TOTAL RETURN AS OF 9/30/11 BLOOMBERG 
TICKER YTD 12 MONTH ANNUALIZED 

3 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

5 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

10 YEAR

ANNUALIZED
10 YEAR 

VOLATILITY
FTSE RAFI® All World 30001 TFRAW3 -14.85% -7.45% 3.07% 0.81% 8.84% 18.91%

MSCI All Country World2 GDUEACWF -13.20% -5.54% 1.14% -1.07% 4.96% 17.23%
FTSE RAFI® Developed ex US 10003 FRX1XTR -16.69% -11.42% 0.53% -1.66% 7.49% 20.20%

MSCI World ex US Large Cap4 MLCUWXUG -14.80% -8.97% -0.98% -2.58% 5.29% 18.38%
FTSE RAFI® Developed ex US Mid Small5 TFRDXUSU -11.93% -2.68% 11.01% 2.87% 13.61% 18.79%

MSCI World ex US Small Cap6 GCUDWXUS -16.13% -5.30% 6.66% -0.84% 10.50% 20.33%
FTSE RAFI® Emerging Markets7 TFREMU -21.46% -15.14% 7.75% 8.42% 22.90% 24.66%

MSCI Emerging Markets8 GDUEEGF -21.66% -15.89% 6.59% 5.17% 16.41% 24.14%
FTSE RAFI® 10009 FR10XTR -10.97% -0.38% 4.76% 0.13% 5.21% 18.12%

Russell 100010 RU10INTR -9.25% 0.91% 1.61% -0.91% 3.28% 15.95%
S&P 50011 SPTR -8.68% 1.14% 1.23% -1.18% 2.82% 15.75%

FTSE RAFI® US 150012 FR15USTR -18.10% -4.08% 5.72% 2.03% 10.22% 22.57%
Russell 200013 RU20INTR -17.02% -3.53% -0.37% -1.02% 6.12% 20.84%

FTSE RAFI® Europe14 TFREUE -18.40% -13.85% -0.79% -4.60% 3.05% 19.13%
MSCI Europe15 GDDLE15 -15.17% -10.89% -0.88% -3.87% 2.18% 16.85%

FTSE RAFI® Australia16 FRAUSTR -11.07% -8.08% 0.71% 0.32% 7.87% 13.08%
S&P/ASX 20017 ASA51 -12.40% -8.56% -0.11% -0.68% 7.24% 13.31%

FTSE RAFI® Canada18 FRCANTR -10.61% -3.91% 5.08% 4.12% 8.75% 14.35%
S&P/TSX 6019 TX60AR -11.57% -4.27% 0.89% 2.41% 7.69% 14.67%

FTSE RAFI® Japan20 FRJPNTR -15.83% -8.11% -8.65% -10.83% 0.69% 18.47%
MSCI Japan21 GDDLJN -15.18% -7.67% -10.16% -12.55% -1.49% 18.09%

FTSE RAFI® UK22 FRGBRTR -11.20% -4.91% 5.18% -0.11% 4.66% 16.97%
MSCI UK23 GDDLUK -10.21% -4.15% 5.51% 0.64% 3.96% 15.01%

*To see the complete series, please go to: http://www.ftse.com/Indices/FTSE_RAFI_Index_Series/index.jsp.

Russell Fundamental Index® Series*

TOTAL RETURN AS OF 9/30/11 BLOOMBERG 
TICKER YTD 12 MONTH ANNUALIZED 

3 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

5 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

10 YEAR

ANNUALIZED
10 YEAR 

VOLATILITY
Russell Fundamental Global Index Large Company24 RUFGLTU -12.84% -4.88% 3.33% 1.19% 9.02% 17.59%

MSCI All Country World Large Cap25 MLCUAWOG -12.90% -5.47% 0.58% -1.22% 4.35% 16.91%
Russell Fundamental  Developed ex US Index Large Company26 RUFDXLTU -15.49% -9.88% -3.41% -2.06% 9.20% 18.60%

MSCI World ex US Large Cap27 MLCUWXUG -14.80% -8.97% -0.98% -2.58% 5.29% 18.38%
Russell Fundamental  Developed ex US Index Small Company28 RUFDXSTU -11.39% -1.71% 9.07% 1.86% 12.67% 18.43%

MSCI World ex US Small Cap6 GCUDWXUS -16.13% -5.30% 6.66% -0.84% 10.50% 20.33%
Russell Fundamental Emerging Markets29 RUFGETRU -20.42% -12.78% 9.92% 9.46% 22.79% 24.50%

MSCI Emerging Markets8 GDUEEGF -21.66% -15.89% 6.59% 5.17% 16.41% 24.14%
Russell Fundamental US Index Large Company30 RUFUSLTU -8.88% 1.55% 3.71% 0.65% 6.00% 16.57%

Russell 100010 RU10INTR -9.25% 0.91% 1.61% -0.91% 3.28% 15.95%
S&P 50011 SPTR -8.68% 1.14% 1.23% -1.18% 2.82% 15.75%

Russell Fundamental US Index Small Company31 RUFUSSTU -16.40% -3.08% 6.37% 3.26% 10.95% 21.17%
Russell 200013 RU20INTR -17.02% -3.53% -0.37% -1.02% 6.12% 20.84%

Russell Fundamental Europe32 RUFEUTE -17.21% -11.52% 1.46% -2.41% 6.03% 18.02%
MSCI Europe15 GDDLE15 -15.17% -10.89% -0.88% -3.87% 2.18% 16.85%

*To see the complete series, please go to: http://www.russell.com/indexes/data/Fundamental/About_Russell_Fundamental_indexes.asp.

Fixed Income/Alternatives

TOTAL RETURN AS OF 9/30/11 BLOOMBERG 
TICKER YTD 12 MONTH ANNUALIZED 

3 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

5 YEAR
ANNUALIZED 

10 YEAR

ANNUALIZED
10 YEAR 

VOLATILITY
RAFI® Bonds Investment Grade Master33 6.93% 5.17% 13.45% 7.55% 6.54% 6.07%

ML Corporate Master34 C0A0 5.63% 3.95% 12.05% 6.49% 6.19% 6.21%
RAFI® Bonds High Yield Master35 2.80% 4.48% 18.02% 9.51% 9.36% 10.97%

ML Corporate Master II High Yield BB-B36 H0A4 -0.42% 1.98% 11.98% 6.28% 7.74% 9.79%
RAFI® US Equity Long/Short37 -6.11% -3.14% 10.47% 2.09% 4.85% 11.74%

1-Month T-Bill38 GB1M 0.05% 0.08% 0.11% 1.47% 1.82% 0.48%
FTSE RAFI® Global ex US Real Estate39 FRXR -23.24% -19.59% -1.51% -7.19% 7.91% 22.84%

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global ex US40 EGXU -18.84% -15.30% -3.17% -8.40% 6.49% 20.51%
FTSE RAFI® US 100 Real Estate41 FRUR -12.73% -3.70% -1.62% -8.31% 4.00% 27.40%

FTSE EPRA/NAREIT United States42 UNUS -8.84% -2.78% -6.70% -7.31% 3.78% 25.75%

Performance Update

®
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©2011 Research Affiliates, LLC. The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only. It relates only to a hypothetical model of  past performance of  the Fundamental 
Index® strategy itself, and not to any asset management products based on this index. No allowance has been made for trading costs or management fees which would reduce investment perfor-
mance. Actual results may differ. This material is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of  any security or financial instrument, nor is it advice or a recommendation 
to enter into any transaction. This material is based on information that is considered to be reliable, but Research Affiliates® and its related entities (collectively “RA”) make this information avail-
able on an “as is” basis and make no warranties, express or implied regarding the accuracy of  the information contained herein, for any particular purpose. RA is not responsible for any errors or 
omissions or for results obtained from the use of  this information. Nothing contained in this material is intended to constitute legal, tax, securities, financial or investment advice, nor an opinion 
regarding the appropriateness of  any investment. The general information contained in this material should not be acted upon without obtaining specific legal, tax or investment advice from a 
licensed professional. Indexes are not managed investment products, and, as such cannot be invested in directly. Returns represent back-tested performance based on rules used in the creation of  
the index, are not a guarantee of  future performance and are not indicative of  any specific investment. Research Affiliates, LLC, is an investment adviser registered under the Investment Advisors 
Act of  1940 with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). 

Russell Investments is the source and owner of  the Russell Index data contained or reflected in this material and copyrights related thereto. Russell Investments and Research Affiliates, LLC 
have entered into a strategic alliance with respect to the Russell Fundamental Indexes. Subject to Research Affiliates, LLC’s intellectual property rights in certain content, Russell Investments is 
the owner of  all copyrights related to the Russell Fundamental Indexes. Russell Investments and Research Affiliates, LLC jointly own all trademark and service mark rights in and to the Russell 
Fundamental Indexes. Research Affiliates, LLC is the owner of  the trademarks, service marks, patents and copyrights related to the Fundamental Index and the Fundamental Index methodology. The 
presentation may contain confidential information and unauthorized use, disclosure, copying, dissemination, or redistribution is strictly prohibited. This is a presentation of  Research Affiliates, LLC. 
Russell Investments is not responsible for the formatting or configuration of  this material or for any inaccuracy in Research Affiliates’ presentation thereof. 

The trade names Fundamental Index®, RAFI®, the RAFI logo, and the Research Affiliates® corporate name and logo are registered trademarks and are the exclusive intellectual property 
of  RA. Any use of  these trade names and logos without the prior written permission of  RA is expressly prohibited. RA reserves the right to take any and all necessary action to preserve all of  its 
rights, title and interest in and to these marks. Fundamental Index® concept, the non-capitalization method for creating and weighting of  an index of  securities, is patented and patent-pending 
proprietary intellectual property of  RA. (US Patent No. 7,620,577; 7,747,502; 7,792,719; and 7,778,905; Patent Pending Publ. Nos. US-2007-0055598-A1, US-2008-0288416-A1, US-2010-0191628, 
US-2010-0262563, WO 2005/076812, WO 2007/078399 A2, WO 2008/118372,EPN 1733352, and HK1099110).

The views and opinions expressed are those of  the author and not necessarily those of  Research Affiliates, LLC. The opinions are subject to change without notice.

Definition of Indices:
  (1)  The FTSE RAFI® All World 3000 Index is a measure of the largest 3,000 companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value), across both developed and emerging markets.
  (2)  The MSCI All Country World Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets.
  (3)  The FTSE RAFI® Developed ex US 1000 Index is a measure of the largest 1000 non U.S. listed, developed market companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value). 
  (4)  The MSCI World ex US Large Cap Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets, excluding the United States.
  (5)  The FTSE RAFI® Developed ex US Mid Small Index tracks the performance of small and mid-cap companies domiciled in developed international markets (excluding the United States), selected and weighted based on the following 
 four fundamental measures of firm size: sales, cash flow, dividends and book value.
  (6)  The MSCI World ex US Small Cap Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of small cap developed markets, excluding the United States.
  (7)  The FTSE RAFI® Emerging Markets Index comprises the largest 350 Emerging Market companies selected and weighted using fundamental factors (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
  (8)  The MSCI Emerging Markets Index is an unmanaged, free-float-adjusted cap-weighted index designed to measure equity market performance of emerging markets. 
  (9)  The FTSE RAFI® 1000 Index is a measure of the largest 1,000 U.S. listed companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(10)  The Russell 1000 Index is a market-capitalization-weighted benchmark index made up of the 1,000 highest-ranking U.S. stocks in the Russell 3000. 
(11)  The S&P 500 Index is an unmanaged market index that focuses on the large-cap segment of the U.S. equities market. 
(12)  The FTSE RAFI® US 1500 Index is a measure of the 1,001st to 2,500th largest U.S. listed companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(13)  The Russell 2000 is a market-capitalization weighted benchmark index made up of the 2,000 smallest U.S. companies in the Russell 3000. 
(14)  The FTSE RAFI® Europe Index is comprised of all European companies listed in the FTSE RAFI® Developed ex U.S. 1000 Index, which in turn is comprised of the largest 1,000 non U.S. listed developed market companies, selected and 
 weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(15)  The MSCI Europe Index is a free-float adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of the developed markets in Europe.
(16)  The FTSE RAFI® Australia Index is comprised of all Australian companies listed in the FTSE RAFI® Developed ex U.S. 1000 Index, which in turn is comprised of the largest 1,000 non U.S. listed developed market companies, selected and 
 weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(17)  The S&P/ASX 200 Index, representing approximately 78% of the Australian equity market, is a free-float-adjusted, cap-weighted index. 
(18)  The FTSE RAFI® Canada Index is comprised of all Canadian companies listed in the FTSE RAFI® Developed ex U.S. 1000 Index, which in turn is comprised of the largest 1,000 non U.S. listed developed market companies, selected and
 weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(19)  The S&P/Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) 60 is a cap-weighted index consisting of 60 of the largest and most liquid (heavily traded) stocks listed on the TSX, usually domestic or multinational industry leaders. 
(20)  The FTSE RAFI® Japan Index is comprised of all Japanese companies listed in the FTSE RAFI® Developed ex U.S. 1000 Index, which in turn is comprised of the largest 1,000 non U.S. listed developed market companies, selected and 
 weighted using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(21)  The MSCI Japan Index is an unmanaged, free-float-adjusted cap-weighted index that aims to capture 85% of the publicly available total market capitalization of the Japanese equity market. 
(22)  The FTSE RAFI® UK Index is comprised of all UK companies listed in the FTSE RAFI® Developed ex U.S. 1000 Index, which in turn is comprised of the largest 1,000 non U.S. listed developed market companies, selected and weighted
 using fundamental factors; (sales, cash flow, dividends, book value).
(23)  The MSCI UK Index is an unmanaged, free-float-adjusted cap-weighted index that aims to capture 85% of the publicly available total market capitalization of the British equity market. 
(24)  The Russell Fundamental Global Index Large Company is a measure of the largest companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (adjusted sales, retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks), across both developed and
 emerging markets.
(25)  The MSCI All Country World Large Cap Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed and emerging markets.
(26)  The Russell Fundamental Developed ex US Large Company is a subset of the Russell Fundamental Developed ex US Index, and is a measure of the largest non-U.S. listed developed country companies, selected and weighted using
 fundamental factors; (adjusted sales, retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks).
(27)  The MSCI World ex US Large Cap Index is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of large cap-developed markets, excluding the United States.
(28)  The Russell Fundamental Developed ex US Index Small Company is a subset of the Russell Fundamental Developed ex US Index, and is a measure of small non-U.S. listed developed country companies, selected and weighted using 
 fundamental factors; (adjusted sales, retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks).
(29)  The Russell Fundamental Emerging Markets Index is a measure of Emerging Market companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (adjusted sales, retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks).
(30)  The Russell Fundamental U.S. Index Large Company is a subset of the Russell Fundamental US Index, and is a measure of the largest U.S. listed companies, selected and weighted using fundamental measures; (adjusted sales,
 retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks). 
(31)  The Russell Fundamental US Index Small Company is a subset of the Russell Fundamental US Index, and is a measure of U.S. listed small companies, selected and weighted using fundamental measures; (adjusted sales, retained cash
 flow, dividends + buybacks).
(32)  The Russell Fundamental Europe Index is a measure of European companies, selected and weighted using fundamental factors; (adjusted sales, retained cash flow, dividends + buybacks).
(33)  The RAFI® Bonds Investment Grade Master Index is a U.S. investment-grade corporate bond index comprised of non-zero fixed coupon debt with maturities ranging from 1 to 30 years issued by publicly traded companies.  The issuers 
 held in the index are weighted by a combination of four measures of their fundamental size—sales, cash flow, dividends, and book value of assets.
(34)  The Merrill Lynch U.S. Corporate Master Index is representative of the entire U.S. corporate bond market. The index includes dollar-denominated investment-grade corporate public debt issued in the U.S. bond market. 
(35)  The RAFI® Bonds High Yield Master is a U.S. high-yield corporate bond index comprised of non-zero fixed coupon debt with maturities ranging from 1 to 30 years issued by publicly traded companies. The issuers held in the index are
 weighted by a combination of four measures of their fundamental size—sales, cash flow, dividends, and book value of assets. 
(36)  The Merrill Lynch Corporate Master II High Yield BB-B Index is representative of the U.S. high yield bond market. The index includes domestic high-yield bonds, including deferred interest bonds and payment-in-kind securities. Issues 
 included in the index have maturities of one year or more and have a credit rating lower than BBB-/Baa3, but are not in default. 
(37)  The RAFI® US Equity Long/Short Index utilizes the Research Affiliates Fundamental Index® (RAFI®) methodology to identify opportunities that are implemented through long and short securities positions for a selection of U.S.
  domiciled publicly traded companies listed on major exchanges. Returns for the index are collateralized and represent the return of the strategy plus the return of a cash collateral yield. 
(38)  The 1-Month T-bill return is calculated using the Bloomberg Generic 1-month T-bill. The index is interpolated based off of the currently active U.S. 1 Month T-bill and the cash management bill closest to maturing 30 days from today.  
(39)  The FTSE RAFI® Global ex US Real Estate Index comprises 150 companies with the largest RAFI fundamental values selected from the constituents of the FTSE Global All Cap ex U.S. Index that are classified by the Industry Classification 
 Benchmark (ICB) as Real Estate.
(40)  The FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Global ex US Index is a free float-adjusted index, and is designed to represent general trends in eligible listed real estate stocks worldwide, excluding the United State.  Relevant real estate activities are defined 
 as the ownership, trading and development of income-producing real estate.
(41)  The FTSE RAFI® US 100 Real Estate Index comprises of the 100 U.S. companies with the largest RAFI fundamental values selected from the constituents of the FTSE USA All Cap Index that are classified by the Industry Classification 
 Benchmark (ICB) as Real Estate.
(42)  The FTSE EPRA/NAREIT United States Index is a free float-adjusted index, is a subset of the EPRA/NARIET Global Index and the EPRA/NAREIT North America Index and contains publicly quoted real estate companies that meet the EPRA
 Ground Rules. EPRA/NARIET Index series is seen as the representative benchmark for the real estate sector.

Source: All index returns are calculated using total return data from Bloomberg, except for the real estate indices and benchmarks, which use price return data.  Returns for all single country strategies and Europe regional strategies are 
in local currency.  All other returns are in USD.


